
It s̓ a 
perfect fit

Five steps to a totally personalized hearing solution

A Sonova brand



Wow from  
the get-go

Let’s work together to personalize your hearing aids for your  
lifestyle, so we can choose a solution that fits your life.

Get ready to love the experience.

Five steps  
to getting that  
perfect fit

Step one

Let’s talk about  
your experience

Step two

Choose your 
technology level

Step three

Pick your 
perfect style

Step four

Color your choice

Step five

Connect to 
convenience
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Step one

Let’s talk about 
your experience

At your last appointment we discussed how 
the FLEX:TRIAL™ hearing aids were going to 
analyze the different types of environments 
you spend time in. 

During your real-world assessment, your 
hearing aids automatically kept track of  
these important insights. And you may have 
used an app to record your experience and 
feelings right in the moment. This information 
will help us understand your listening lifestyle 
and needs.

Conversations

% in quiet % in a small group % in a crowd % in noise

No conversations Music

% in quiet % in noise % in music

% time spent in the 
most challenging 
environments

Let’s have a look at your listening lifestyle:
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Discover 9 Discover 7 Discover 5 Discover 3 

7 environments 6 environments 4 environments 2 environments

Conversation  
in quiet

Conversation  
in quiet

Conversation  
in quiet

Conversation  
in quiet

Conversation  
in noise

Conversation  
in noise

Conversation  
in noise

Conversation  
in noise

Quiet Quiet Quiet

Noise Noise Noise

Conversation  
in a small group

Conversation  
in a small group

Music Music

Conversation  
in a crowd

Improve conversations in even the  
most challenging listening environments  
with advanced technology.

What’s included What you’re missing

Discover 9 Premium performance in 7 environments  
and the most sophisticated features that 
let you focus on speech and know where 
it’s coming from in crowds and background 
noise (where you spend ____% of your 
time). Plus enjoy improved awareness of 
where sounds come from in quiet as well as 
delightful music automatically.

Nothing. You’ve got everything you need.  

Discover 7 Advanced performance in 6 environments 
with a great feature that will help you focus 
on speech coming from the front and sides in 
challenging situations, improved awareness 
of where sounds come from, plus an 
automatic music program. 

The most sophisticated features to help  
you know where sounds are coming from 
and understand conversations in crowds  
and noise.  

Discover 5 Standard performance in 4 environments 
that includes a feature to help you to  
know where sounds are coming from in  
quiet environments.   

The ability for your hearing aids to focus on 
speech coming from different directions in 
noisy situations and to automatically engage 
a music program.  

Discover 3 The basics in 2 environments. Limited ability 
to adjust automatically to accommodate 
multiple, complex listening environments.  

Everything else. 
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Step two

Choose your 
technology level
Now we’ll select the technology level that best matches  

your listening lifestyle, using the results of your real-world 
assessment with the FLEX:TRIAL hearing aids.
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Or choose from other styles that suit  
your hearing needs, available on the  
Tempus** platform.

Moxi™ Fit  |  New

Receiver-in-canal (RIC)
›   Small, discreet design 
›   Comfortable and flexible 
›    Made for all phones, with hands-free  

phone* and video calls to both ears

Moxi Jump R  |  New

Receiver-in-canal (RIC)
›   Stylish design 
›   Comfortable and flexible 
›   Easy to use 
›   Rechargeable 
›    Made for all phones, with hands-free  

phone* and video calls to both ears

Stride™ family

Behind-the-ear (BTE)

Max™ family

Super Power

Insera™ family

In-the-ear (ITE)

Products shown at actual size. 
*Smartphones and traditional mobile phones with a compatible Bluetooth Hands-Free Profile.

**Tempus technology levels differ from Discover. Talk to your hearing care professional for more information.

Step three

Pick your 
perfect style

Choose from products available  
on the new Discover platform.



Colors shown in Moxi Fit. Moxi Jump R is also available in all colors. 
Colors vary for Tempus styles. Products shown at actual size.

Circle your 
favorite color

Beige (01)

Platinum (P6) 

Pewter (P7) 

Cinnamon (Q9)

Espresso (P4) 

Pewter shine (S5)

Charcoal (P8)

Amber (P2)

Espresso boost (S3)

Amber suede (S2)
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Step four

Color your choice
Step five

Connect to 
convenience

With the TV Connector, you can easily watch  
your favorite shows and movies in high-quality  

stereo sound by wirelessly connecting your  
hearing aids to your TV, laptop, tablet,  

stereo and other digital devices.



Notes:

Recommendation:

Technology level: Style: Warranty: Cost:

Discover accessories:  TV Connector

Whatʼs next?

Discuss your needs

Try at home

Come in for a follow-up assessment

Personalize your solution

Come in for your final fitting on:

Unitron is a hearing solution company that believes people should feel really good about the entire 
hearing care experience, start to finish. Our ingenious products, technologies, services and programs 
offer a level of personalization you can’t get anywhere else. Get ready to Love the experience.
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unitron.com


